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ABSTRACT

A set of observations that emerged from previous projects on industrial change

and on initial work trajectories in Spain have encouraged me to carry out case-based

research on employment models and human resource management practices. In this

research paper, I analyse the variety of employment models in a European industrial

context and how that variety can determine new human resources practices, particularly

those directed towards new personnel staffing (recruitment, selection, training and

promotion). Most of the U.S. literature on new human resources practices rests on

integral and stable types of these practices, resulting primarily from management

strategic options that are congruent with employment models oriented toward

individualism. I present the results of three case analyses of firms and I aim to show that,

in certain contexts, the collective dimension is crucial to understand the variety of new

employment models. I also demonstrate that the collective dimension influences types of

human resource practices, and that these types are slightly integrated and unstable

configurations.

1. INTRODUCTION

My previous research focused on industrial change in early industrialisation

contexts, in their double dimension of de-industrialisation and of re-industrialisation

(Garcia-Blanco and Gutierrez 1989, Gutierrez 1992). These research projects showed

that one of the most relevant features of territories experiencing long industrial decline,

and one of the strongest barriers to the reversion of those processes is the shortage of

firms with a high propensity to organizational innovation. Specifically, in these

territories, the capacity for organizational innovation proved itself more crucial than the

access to financial or technological resources, since the former determines the typical

way in which changes in the product markets are faced by the firms: either through the

capacity to innovate their products and their productive processes, with the consequent

material and human resources flexibility, or through the inflexibility of productive

structures that solve all the changes in the markets by reducing the output, and with the

consequent industrial adjustment. As opposed to this diagnosis on industrial change, the

main economic agents' perspective, in these regional contexts, share a somewhat

different outlook: our firms, these agents assert, have good human resources, either
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managers, or technicians and workers; our managers know the bulk of innovative

management techniques, yet the labor relations institutions, mainly the collective

centralised bargaining structure and the control of the work council by unions, pose an

insurmountable barrier to organizational innovation.

It is easy to see the ideological aspects in this perspective: the attribution of all

evils of the "industrial disorder" to the collective institutions of labor relations is almost

commensurate with managerial philosophies. In the beginning, we did not pay much

attention to this observation and we defined it as part of an "industrial culture of

decline", in which all the economic agents granted the institutional context an

overwhelming role and perceived in a fatalistic way the opportunities for industrial

change (Gutierrez 1992). Subsequent studies allowed us to further improve on that

diagnosis, and to conclude that, in addition to legitimisation of the decline, entrepreneurs

and managers were warning of a real problem: how problematic it was to combine new

work management techniques with the institutions and practices of the collective labor

relations (Castells et al. 1994): businessmen and managers were clearly perceiving the

need to introduce new work management techniques since they were involved in markets

and with technologies in which these type of signals are constantly being sent forth. In

most of the cases, managers and businessmen had access to the technical knowledge of

some of those management techniques (i.e.TQM, teamwork), but encountered barriers to

their implementation in their own firms.

In a most theoretical sense, the contrast between the scarce capacity that the

managers assigned to themselves regarding the introduction ofwork management

innovation and the privileged role that the academic literature on HRM grants them

turned out to be interesting. This contrast between the manager's self-image and the

academic view encouraged us to proceed with this research.

Another part of my research, the most recent one, has dealt with studying the

entry to work trajectories. From the mid-Bu s onward, intensive labor market de

regulation is taking place in Spain. The core of that process has been the liberalisation of

the labor contracting modalities. The need of promoting youth employment, in addition

to the reluctance to change the legal configuration of the conventional labor contract

(permanent duration and high layoff costs), has led successive legal reforms multiplying

the labor contract modalities (i.e. temporary, apprenticeship, in-practice, etc.). These

reforms have created a legal framework that allows firms to employ young people (even
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those aged 28-30 years) regardless of contract duration and salary, and resulting in a

deep labor market segmentation by age: most of the young people entering the labor

market from the mid-Sus onwards have temporary contracts and are kept out of

collective bargaining regulation.

In such a context, firms have more employment relations choices and a greater

variety of initial work trajectories than should be commonly expected. Nevertheless,

follow-up research, using event history analysis on a longitudinal data set of a sample of

20-29- year-old individuals, did not confirm the expectation of a greater variation in

these initial trajectories (Garcia-Blanco and Gutierrez 1995 and 1996). Leaning on well

known work by Spilerman (1977), our conclusions were that: a) professional trajectories

were very uncommon and limited almost exclusively to managerial occupations: b)

ordinate trajectories were also infrequent, in spite of having been traditionally dominant

in the skilled-manual and non-manual segments of Spanish labor market, and were

restricted to the public sector; and c) a sort of chaotic trajectories, characterised by

successive entries to and exits from employment and by low grade and salary promotion,

was much more frequent than the employment systems to which they are supposedly

related. However, most ofthe chaotic ones fit into a different pattern. On the one hand,

they were not showing a clear relationship with either firm size or with occupational

level, since they were present both in medium size and large firms and in different skill

segments (manual and non-manual). On the other hand, the longer work experience does

not universally favour the ending of the chaotic path, this depending on the timing of that

experience. In other words, the beginning of a most ordinate job trajectory is only

favoured by time accumulation with short periods of unemployment events, and is

otherwise not favoured by long unemployment periods, even if few.

Those results showed that the variety of employment relations, in a context as the

one described, was not well captured by the classic distinction between internal and

occupational markets. The variables usually associated with the internal markets

configuration and ordinate trajectories (company size, industrial sector, occupational

level and temporary or indefinite character of the labor contract) did not have this sort of

influence. The research on industrial decline pointed at the cognitive map of

employment models to be an important barrier to organizational innovation. Both of

these research results called for theoretical analysis on the underlying structure of

employment models and for qualitative data analysis.
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2. MODELS OF EMPLOYMENT: INDIVIDUALIST AND COLLECTIVIST

DIMENSIONS

The literature most concerned with recent changes in work management forms

has the strategic management of the human resources (fIRM) as its main focus topic.

The HRM approach seeks to obtain a competitive advantage through a strategic

mobilisation of personnel; more precisely, through developing a highly-skilled and

committed workforce, and displaying congruent cultural settings (organizational culture),

structural intervention (organizational and work design) and personnel management

techniques (Storey 1995). This literature tends to link the character and the diffusion of

these practices, mainly, to two types offactors: firstly, the competitive pressure of the

markets, that compels the firms to combine technological change with a continuous

improvement of productivity; secondly, the existence of a corporate identity, something

which has to do with the strategic capacity of managers and their "styles" or "visions" of

work management.

The literature on HRM normally emphasises the influence of these two types of

factors, so that the different models ofHRM are always "best way" options, linked either

to excellence situations (Beer et al. 1985), or to other contingent factors, such as the

firm competitive strategy and the life cycle ofmarkets and products (Storey and Sisson

1993). However, there is great distance between the alleged strategic and coherent

nature of these models and the empirical evidence showing the lack of a clear HRM

strategy in most firms and the much more pragmatic and eclectic way of introducing

these practices (Storey and Sisson 1993). Hence, other factors are to be taken into

account for a more accurate tipology of employment models and their influence on the

configuration of HRM practices.

The neglect of the collective dimension of employment models is an especially

unsatisfactory aspect of this literature. The new HRM models hardly say anything about

representation institutions and collective bargaining and they have been shaped by the

experience ofUnited States, where it has been identified a trend toward industrial

relations without collective bargaining (Kochan, Katz and MacKersie 1986) and where

the adoption ofHRM techniques, as a key element of sophisticated union avoidance

strategies, is much more widespread. For this reason, in the European academic context,

the HRM anglo-saxon versions are received as an alternative to traditional models of

industrial relations, the argument being that the raising interest in HRM throughout the
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1980s coincided with a steady decline of trade unions membership and their spill-over

effects, in the sense that unions become irrelevant as soon as a high organizational

commitment is sought by HRM practices. It is not surprising that HRM terminology is

much more frequently used in Spain or in France, where trade unions are much more

weaker, than in Germany or in Italy, countries with a stronger collective tradition of

labor relations. A recent review of empirical studies on the HRM diffusion concludes that

those changes involve a superficial and ideological philosophy of interest harmony that

would permit more sophisticated techniques ofwork control and subordination. Such

managerial philosophy, basically a reflection of socio-political changes, will hardly create

a unitary firm culture capable of surviving in the long run (Legge 1995).

In a certain manner, those criticisms assume that the American model ofHRM is

a universal model. However, the American experience has to be considered exceptional,

because the legal framework of union certification and bargaining rights creates a sharp

difference between unionised and non-unionised firms, and the employers tend to adopt

an all-or-nothing policy toward collective bargaining. Thus, in Europe, in spite of the

generalized decline of centralized collective bargaining and of union militancy, with

statutory rights for employee representation, the employers' advantages of union

exclusion are fewer, and the obstacles to a frontal attack on entrenched union

organization are far greater than in America. Unilateral imposition of major changes in

workplace organization and practices is virtually impossible without the participation, or

at least the consent, of the employees representation bodies. Hence, in the European

context, strategic options for management have typically been more complex and

contradictory. The patterns of employer actions do not match unproblematically HRM

recipes, and their outcomes are "hybrid" arrangements characterised by the interplay of

market forces and institutionalized compromises where trade unions still have an

important role (Hyman 1994a).

This "hybrid" character could be one of the definite features of the recent

evolution of the European employment models. However, it is unclear what the key

factors producing that hybrid character are and what adaptations of new HRM practices

are brought about as a result. In this paper, I assume that these key factors are: on the

one hand, the strategic management choice capacity and the correspondent work

philosophies (visions, styles, cultures); and on the other hand, the type of influence

created by a collective context oflabor relations. Other authors, leaning on Fox's (1971
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and 1974) dichotomy of pluralistic and unitaristic management styles, have made a

promising typology of employment models (Purcell 1987; Purcell and Ahsltrand 1994).

This proposal, scarcely empirically explored, identifies two axis, individualism and

collectivism, understood as the two basic and separated dimensions in the configuration

of employment models (Figure 1).

Figure 1

Employment models matrix

COLLECTIVISM

Pluralist
. I CAdv

Unitary
None ersana ooperanve

sophisticated
human ??? sophisticated consultative

relations

paternalist modem
paternalist

bargained

constitutional

traditional ???

Paternalism

Cost minimization

INDIVIDUALISM

Employee
development

Although this proposal was built as a matrix to diferentiate management styles, a

broader reading of it is possible as a typology of employment models. Management styles

find their specific place on the vertical axis (named individualism), defining a work

philosophy and a set of strategic preferences in personnel management. On its turn, the

horizontal axis (named collectivism) represents an institutional component which is

beyond the managers scope. The collective dimension is a cultural and institutional

crystallization of internal characteristics of the firm (representation structures and trust

patterns between management and employees) and other external influences (collective

bargaining structures, trade union strategies and labor relations cultures).

The first of these axes refers to the basic way the firm perceives and deals with its

personnel as individuals. It focuses on the management perspectives on the way jobs
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should be designed, contracts established, people rewarded and whether or not training

and development of employees should be undertaken. From the bottom to the top of the

individualism scale, we find organizations that view their employees on three different

levels: a) as a homogenous whole, a commodity to be bought from the external labor

market and unable to distinguish individuals and individual performance (cost

minimization); b) as assets with a strong potential for effort and loyalty than can be

obtained as long as some of their specific needs are satisfied, and a sense of community

and generosity on benefits and pay levels is provided (paternalism); and c) as a resource

with aspirations and competencies of their own that has to be developed and motivated

through training, pay schemes and promotion patterns (employee development).

These three types of HRM styles can be observed through qualitative methods,

since they are straightforwardly spoken out by the managers when asked about their

personnel. Terms such as "manpower", "cost", "discipline", "firmness", "effectiveness",

"productivity", "strong management", "performance" are more akin to cost minimization

styles; paternalist styles are more likely to use words such as "asset", "family", "loyalty",

"satisfaction", "needs", ''welfare'', "humane", "paternal", "benevolent"; whereas

"resource", "skills", "commitment", "development", "learning", "participation", "team"

are the words used under employment development styles.

The second axis expresses the institutional dimension of the employment relation.

Regardless of the vision of their personnel as individuals, organizations and managers

must either avoid or recognize unions and other forms of employee representation. From

the left to the right of the collectivism scale, we have three other types of firm

orientation: a) deliberate avoidance of any attempt to articulate and integrate individual

interests in a collective whole (unitary); b) long-established relationship with trade unions

but in a mainly conflictive nature (adversarial); and c) not only the recognition of the

legitimacy of employee representation but active support of consultation and

participation channels (cooperative).

A short description of each box on the matrix can be given. In sophisticated

human relations firms, the key issues are to assess, develop and recognize each

employee's competencies and contributions in a way that makes unionization

unnecessary. The paternalist type includes firms that look after employees by providing a

reasonable pay and fringe benefits, by projecting a caring image and by avoiding

collective conflicts and unionization through an intense individual and downward
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comunication. The traditional type can be found in firms where labor costs are all

important and their main goal is to minimize the expenses attached to recruitment, hiring

and training; high labor turnover and temporary or part-time contract make it easy to

avoid union membership and collective bargaining. The bargained constitutional is the

largest category covering firms where unions have been recognized for some time but

managers see them as a permanent constraint; here personnel policies are developed

around the need to achieve conflict stability, bargaining very specific collective

agreements and administering them at the workplace. Variations of paternalism and cost

minimization in this type are related to a more or less accommodated patterns of

relationships with representative bodies, which requires some sort of company

"generosity" in wages and benefits. The modern paternalist describes a type of

organization which combines a caring welfare image with an aim to achieve a

"constructive" relationship with trade unions; here job categories and pay structures are

the key conditions to create a feeling offairness. The sophisticated consultative firms

add to the sophisticated human relations approach an active encouragement of new

forms of employee representation either through the protection ofwork councils or

throuhg a reformed collective bargaining machinery. The empty boxes of the matrix

(with question marks in them) refer to configurations inherently unstable and unlikely to

last for long. A firm basing its policies on a cost minimization strategy will not find a

stable and highly cooperative behavior from the employee representation bodies (the

bottom-right-hand box), and adversarial relationships with recognized unions is not

commensurate with principles of employee development (the top-center box).

The employment models matrix has been criticized on several grounds. The lack

of accuracy of basic concepts has resulted problematic, for instance, collectivism and

paternalism. Thus, it is claimed that there are forms of collectivism, as the teamwork,

that can be totally detached from the collective representation structures (Storey and

Bacon 1993) or that paternalism is a historically valuable configuration but improper

category to capture current employment relations (Marchington and Parker 1990).

However, these criticisms do not affect the main argument, that is, the two existing

separated dimensions in the employment models configuration. Furthermore, the problem

of accuracy in each of the matrix types is a secondary concern since this matrix should

not be considered as a static model. The goal is not to prove that every firm's situations

in a given moment perfectly matches any of the matrix boxes, rather whether this matrix
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is a useful tool for plotting strategic choices in HRM and capturing movements to

specific sets of practices.

These types of employment models supposedly influence the set of HRM

practices available to the firm when staffing new employees. Consequently, these

practices help to shape initial work trajectories. Most of the so-called new HRM

practices are addressed to the employees provision sphere, being the most strongly

emphasized HRM practices the following: the increasingly higher requirements for

recruitment and selection, the extension of training and the introduction of variable pay

schemes and career planning. In a certain way, this is the set of practices corresponding

to what is termed sophisticated human relations model. But here we do not raise

specific hypotheses about the relationship among employment models, staffing practices

and initial trajectories. Due to the exploratory nature and the case-study methodology, it

seems advisable to maintain the expectation of several sets ofHRM practices being

feasible and, above all, that these sets are contingent upon employment models.

3. METHOD

These empirical and theoretical concerns prompted an exploratory research based

on firm cases studies, in order to directly observe their HRM practices, mainly those

regarding new staffing. It should be noted, nonetheless, that the main goal of these case

studies is not just to typify the firms according to the employment models matrix. We are

interested in confirming whether the firm's attempts to introduce new HRM practices

forced them to move on both axes of the matrix simultaneously, and under what

circumstances they are more likely to do so.

The group of firms selected for study were chosen on the basis of strategic

criteria neutralizing the effect of non observed factors. These strategic selection criteria

are: a) firms that have recently introduced some sort of the so-called "new productive

systems", a common indicator of firm propensity to change work management; b) firms

with recent positive financial performance; and c) firms of large, medium and small size

(excluding those with fewer than 50 employees), as well as long-established and start-up

firms. A final criterion was added, to wit, that all firms belong to the main industrial

sectors in the area, which turned out to be two sectors: metal engineering and chemicals.

A group of fourteen firms was finally studied, of which I will discuss only three.
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All these firms are located in the region of Asturias (Spain). This region presents,

compared to a standard European context, a pair of relevant features for the purposes of

this study. First, Asturias possesses a labor market characterized by the presence of a few

large firms in basic industries (mining and energy, iron and steel, metal engineering and

chemicals, mainly), some of them state-owned, shaping an industrial sector with a clear

predominance of traditional internal markets. Second, transnational corporations, usually

open to the type of innovations hereby described, are scarce in the region, thus retarding

diffusion of these practices. As a result of that, the region is considered, by and large, a

"hostile" industrial context for these innovations.

The first set of observations on selected firms were carried out through semi

structured interviews with the senior personnel executive in each firm. Their HR strategic

choices, recruiting and hiring practices, training activities, remuneration and promotion

systems, and communication with workers representative bodies were the topics

examined. In a second step, an interview on similar topics was held with a member of the

work council in firms with collective contracts. In a third step, an interview with a group

of new employees was carried out in those firms with a significant amount of hiring

during the last years, addressing their work trajectories and their feelings on them.

Comparing these three interview results allows me to distinguish the rhetoric from the

single facts. Managers tend to speak in terms like "in this company we are implementing

such and such practices...", that sometimes means nothing more than an attempt to do it

or the mere existence of an external report on the matter. All the interviews were carried

out from January to June 1996 and were recorded and transcribed.

4. THREE FIRM CASES

Probably the single feature shared by all the studied firms is their contact with the

HRM philosophy and practices. Most of personnel managers interviewed identified a

change in work management in the mid-Be's, and in an almost unanimous way, their

answers had frequent references to the ''workforce as th(;~ principal company asset" or to

"the crucial significance of active employee commitment". In the recent history of all

these firms there are attempts to implement portions of the new HRM practices. It

should be mentioned that they make up a group of successful firms surviving an intense

process of market deregulation and internationalization.
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The origin and this turning point in work management philosophy varies from

firm to firm. There is a group of firms, mainly plants of multinational groups with a

complex divisional and geographical structure, which are leaders in their markets. In

these firms, this philosophy is received as a part of the corporate culture, and their own

HRM style is a strategic resource of internal control and is transmitted with relative

success to all the plants and operative levels. A second group, both multinational plants

and local firms, were forced by internationalization to a continuous process of

adjustment and improvement of their short term financial results. In these cases, this

philosophy has been introduced as a side-effect of technological and organizational

changes. In a third group, mostly local and medium size firms, the introduction of a new

technology or the quality requirements (ISO 2000 or similar) compels them to alter the

work organization (i.e., multi-functional jobs or teamwork), something usually brought

about by an entrepreneur or manager in a very pragmatic and situational style.

All studied firms are pushed by growing competition to raise their work

management level along the individualism scale. The specific location in that scale seems

to depend upon their market position and their organizational complexity. However,

their location in the horizontal (collectivism) scale seems to depend more upon their own

firm identity and their labor relations pattern.

Inwhat follows I present in some detail the results of only three firm cases. The

three of them have incorporated new personnel in the last years, so that they are cases

well suited for the observation of the HRM practices we: are most interested in. These

firms have been chosen because they represent, out of the whole sample, the most typical

configurations of employment models, according to the individualism/collectivism

matrix. The rest of the cases mostly present very similar configurations, with the only

exception being small sized local firms with a paternalist entrepreneur, although these

firms have hired a small number of employees and have displayed few HRM practices,

which makes them less interesting as singular cases.

The most outstanding features of the three firms I study, called A, Band C from

now on, are summarized in Table 1. Firstly, features globally characterizing the firm

(production, size and market position) are introduced; secondly, the main factors

affecting the diffusion ofHRM practices, production systems (technology and

organizational structure) and corporate identity, are specified; finally, a third factor on

the collective labor relations is added.
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Table 1

MAIN FEATURES OF THE THREE FIRM CASES·
FIRMA
• Established in 1953, subsidiary of a French multinational with some other plants in

Spain
• 625 personnel (325 in automobile glass production unit); several personnel cut

backs in the last twelve years
• Leading European automobile glass producer in expanding market. A few

European clients with constant pressure on costs and quality

Production system
• Intensive and recent automation
• Recent job reclassification to only three grades. Sub-contracting of auxiliary

activities
• Failed attempt to introduce semi-autonomous teams. In project: business units and

quality circles

Firm identity/Management styles
• Old plant with long local tradition
• Strong strategic control by corporation headquarters on plant managers
• Top managers and staff managers with careers in the corporation itself

Labor relations
• High level of union membership. Inter-union competency at firm level
• Three year collective agreement, negotiated through national multi-plant work

council
• Paternalism traditions on hiring and benefits. Personnel cut-backs through early

retirements and no layoffs
• Frequent strikes during bargaining agreements and during attempted changes on

work organization (shifts; sub-contracting)
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Table 1 (cont.)
FIRMB
• Established in 1991, as subsidiary of American chemical multinational

• Manufacturing trade-mark synthetic fibers . International expanding market of a
product that is input to external clients or other plants in the corporation group

• 390 personnel and growing (new plant units being opened)

Production system

• Highly mechanized process

• Attempt to set a learning organization. Multi-functional jobs, teamwork and self-
organization ("bubbles")

Firm identity/Management styles

• Recently established plant and major foreign investment in the region

• Strong corporate culture with emphasis on work safety and health, continuous
learning and teamwork values

• Top managers with mobility and careers within group, highly committed to corporate
culture

Labor relations

• No union representation; neither work council nor collective agreement; individual
contracts for all employees

FIRMC

• Established in 1992, subsidiary of German multinational with previous presence in
Spain

• Manufacturing drag-rolling platforms and airport fingers. Leader in expanding
market with very few high-quality competitors

• 295 personnel and growing

Production system

• Assembly technology. Small series under request

• Strong quality requirements and control (ISO 2000) in a semi-automated system

Firm-corporation identitylManagement styles

• Very recently established plant, located in an old industrial area (mining basin) with
very depressed economy

• Some managers with pro-unions styles were purposely sought to run the new plant

Labor relations

• Collective bargaining through local unions before starting the operations
of the company. Work council promoted and supported by management

• Paternalist traditions in the multinational group

Firm A is one among several Spanish branches of a French multinational group,

that is the first glass producer in Europe. The establishment has three operative units, a

R+D centre for the whole European group, a basic glass production plant and a car glass
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manufacturing plant. This last unit, studied here, provides glass for the main European

car producers, a market with constant pressure on price and quality. This firm

experienced an ongoing process of adjustment, leading to a 50% personnel reduction

between 1983 (1,200 personnel) and 1996 (625 personnel). These cut-backs have been

semi-agreed with the unions pre-retirements schemes and voluntary layoffs, always

without dismissals. It is a firm strongly dependent on headquarters strategic decisions,

with plant managers with no evident management style. The firm has made large

investments in a highly automatized technology and has a personnel with long length-of

service. It is heavily unionized (about 80%). Their labor relations can be qualified as

traditional and of low trust. All these features define a case very close to the so-called

bargained constitutional type.

Firm B is a plant owned by the European division of an American multinational

recently installed and without previous presence in Spain. It manufactures synthetic

fibers, with its own trade mark, supplying other plants of the same group and other

clients in the international market. Its localisation in "a very little attractive" area for

foreign investment has some importance: it has been the Ilargest investment in the region

during the last twenty years, and has built three differents factories at nearly a cost of a

billion dollars, a third of it being subsidized by the state. This plant has symbolised the

"new image" of an old industrial territory. The firm seems to have succesfully transmitted

to all its personnel, through a very careful selection and training processs, a strong

'corporate culture, based on the values of safety, teamwork, and continuous learning. In

the community, it has spread an image of a company highly committed to the welfare of

its personnel and also is concerned with community interests, mainly environmental

issues. The firm uses a process technology halfway between high mechanization and

automation. So far, it has succeeded in avoiding any union influence: it has not unionised

employees, no work council --in spite of being mandatory under the Spanish labor law-

and it only contracts on an individual basis. All this suggest we are facing a sophisticated

human relations model.

Firm C has also been recently created and it is a branch of a German multinational

with some other previous plants in Spain. With its own technology, the firm produces

rolling corridors and escalators for Southern-Europe and Latin America, in an expanding

market with only two or three other suppliers. It is located in a coal-mining zone, with

financial support from the regional economic promotion agencies and with total
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sympathy from local officials and unions. The firm managers shows a "somewhat

German style", with pro-union attitudes --the senior HRM manager is a former union

leader-s, although they do not show a strong corporate culture. Instead they are

pragmatically oriented. The productive system is a sort of mechanised assembly oflarge

units under request. This firm has sought and favoured a context of cooperative labor

relations, going as far as signing a collective contract with local unions before starting its

operations. The work council, supported by the management itself, is formed by union

members who are simultaneously skilled and prestigious workers at the shopfloor level.

This set of features defines this case as belonging to a modern paternalism type.

Now I will present the set ofHRM practices in the spheres most affecting the

new employees: staffing process, job training, and earnings and promotion systems. In

Table 2 a synopsis of these three types of practices is included. Regarding the staffing

process I distinguish, for reasons later exposed, the workforce classification from

recruitment to selection.
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Table 2

MAIN HUMAN RESOURCE PRACTICES
FIRMA

Workforce segments

• Stable core (75-80%): highly skilled technicians and line managers with experience
and languages knowledge; three job grade for workers

• Group of workers with temporary contracts in subsidiary activities and for peak
production cycles.

Recruitment and selection

• Local newspapers advertising, company data base

• Proficiency and psychological tests; personal interviews

Job training

• Initial: course of a week on firm product, production process and safety; on-the-job
training. Technical and executive staff: three month prior-to-job training

• Continuous: courses on technology, computers, safety and ISO 9000. In centers of
the group or in regional agency (CFNT). Executive and technical staff subject to
continuous training

Earnings and promotion
• .Fixed salary+collective incentives on production for all the personnel (never greater

than 10% of the salary)

• Few promotion opportunities given the characteristics of plant and workforce

• Internal bids for vacancies. Promotion decisions based on proficiency tests and line
managers discretion

FIRMB

Workforce segments

• Stable core (90%): technicians, administrative staff and workers

• Subcontracted personnel (10%) on a permanent basis "outside of the corporation"

Recruitment and selection

• Local newspapers advertising and external agency

• Pre-selection among thousands of candidates

• Exhaustive selection process assisted by external agency: 3 days testing, group
dynamics and interviews with participation workmates-to-be

Job training

• Initial: intensive training program previous to entrance. Many psychosocial issues

• Continuous: In all workforce grades and as central part of the corporate strategy

Earnings and promotion

• Fixed wage, slightly above local industry wages

• Job evaluation with a single set of compensating factors. No fixed occupational
hierarchy

• Bonus linked to safety standards and excellent performance. Flexible benefits
package. Profit sharing linked to the length-of-service

• Salary promotion offered individually and linked to skills improvement, performance
appraisal and responsibilities.
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Table 2 (cont.)
FIRMC

Workforce segments

• "Founding core": skilled technicians and workers with professional expertise (20%)

• Young semi-skilled workers (60%)

• Flexible segment: low-skilled workers with temporary contracts

Recruitment and selection

• "Founding core"; intensive recruitment and severe skills and expertise requirements
• Semi-skilled segment: informal and less intensive selection (apprenticeship, in-

practice contracts, previous temporary engagements)

Job training

• Initial: courses of several weeks on product, followed by long tutored-on-the-job
training

• Continuous: technical content (ISO 9000 and company technology).

Earnings and promotion

• Company collective agreement through union representative

• Fixed salary +collective incentives (10-15% of salary). Length-of service is not
rewarded

• Opportunities for promotion. Informal actions of the company to maintain career
expectations with annual promotions.

• Promotion decisions: Proficiency testing and line managers decision

4. 1. Staffing process

Under one of the basic HRM assumptions, the entry process into the firm

describes a path going from a psychometric towards a social model (Illes and Salaman

1995). Under the former, the aim is to reach the highest number of candidates possessing

a pre-defined range of competencies for a specialized job profile. Under the latter, what

its above all sought is an expectations matching between potential employees and firm, a

"realistic" negotiation of the contract (the psychological and the legal ones) and a

socialization for future organizational role. The entry process is understood as a

"psychosocial production" of the employee. The social model of staffing represents an

ideal that may be materialised in several degrees in the firm selection practices, but

possibly favoured by the local labor market properties. Nevertheless, the critical aspect

of these practices does not rest on recruitment and selection techniques, but on the way

that entry job positions are structured.

The three firms tend to define the entry jobs through high formal skills

requirements, never accepting employees under FP2 (post-secondary vocational
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education grade in Spain), even for automated and routine jobs (as the types ofjobs in

Firm A). In the three cases, previous professional experience is also required, although

this experience is defined more as a process of personal maturity and work socialization

rather than a process a specific skills accumulation. The three firm include psychosocial

requirements in job profiles, these requirements being defined in such unprecise terms as

"flexibility", "thrilling", "learning willingness", "matching" "good feeling towards the

firm"; but the candidates are not systematically scrutinised about these requirements,

which explains why the interviews end up playing the central role in the whole selection

process. As an example, in the Firm B, the closest to a social staffing model, the

worker's profile is defined as that of a "a normal person", "easy-going for teamwork",

thus stressing the socialization availability over strong personalities, Some young

workers referred to their selection experience as paradoxical: other candidates showing

high communication and leadership skills in the interactive testing were not selected,

whereas they were amazed at having been selected because "they hadn't stood out at

all" .

The recruitment process becomes less important when there is a labor market

with youth workforce supply excess and with sufficient skills. The firms have to revert to

specialised agencies only to recruit technical or managerial staff with high professional

skills. For most of the worker jobs, the recruitment through newspapers provides a large

number of candidates. The personnel data bases and the Jlinks with vocational training

agencies (Instituto Nacional de Empleo and Centro para la Formaci6n en Nuevas

Tecnologias) are even more frequent recruitment methods than newspaper advertising.

The selection process in the three cases hardly moves away from a very

conventional pattern: pre-selection based on bios, proficiency tests and personal

interviews. External agencies are usually in charge of the first two steps. This procedure

involves no highly-formalised testing. In these firms, proficiency tests are generic and

are used to filter out an exccess volume of candidates. Moreover, it becomes increasingly

evident that interviews with future line managers are the key step of the process and,

therefore, the most decisive traits are self-presentation skills and attitude toward firm and

job. Thus, Firm B has put into practice a selection process based on these principles:

firstly, after media announcements it receives a disproportionate quantity of applications

(20.000 for some 300 posts); secondly, it pre-selects through bios and standard

psychological testing; finally, the selective step is carried out in a three day session,
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where candidates are submitted to different interactive testing and personal interviews. In

this last step, external experts, line managers and future workmates take part in the

assessment process..

There are external factors that allow these firms to take advantage of a social

model without displaying sophisticated techniques and at a reasonable cost. In a local

youth labor market with only a few "firms with future", an employment opportunity in

any of these firms is felt by young candidates as a unique chance to consolidate his/her

professional and personal expectations. Furthermore, most young employees, with post

secondary education, have been socialized in a competitive work culture, where a

positive disposition to accept any task, a favourable attitude towards effort and learning,

and a self-presentation as ''willing employee" are crucial resources for obtaining

employment. Thus, it is no surprise that young employees perceive their selection

process and their initial phase in the firm as "very positive experience", "of fair

competition for the job", ''where I learnt a lot" and ''where there was a good workplace

atmosphere" .

What makes a difference in these three cases is the way in which entry jobs are

structured. Firm B defines the entry positions following an inclusive pattern, according

to which all firm employees are contracted on a permanent basis and rewarded by the

same criteria, leaving "outside of the corporation", and in the hands of sub-contracted

firms, a few auxiliary activities (cleaning, safety and catering). Firms A and C follow a

internal dualization pattern, distinguishing between definitive and temporary jobs, the

latter being a "testing phase" to gain acces to definitive positions. This dualization

pattern confines itself to, in Firm A, a "primary" group of permanent employees and

"secondary" group of contingent employees, the size of them being dependent of peak

production periods. In Firm C a group of "expert" employees is formed as opposed to a

group of "apprentices". This dualization would be out of reach had the labor contract

deregulation not already been there. Thanks to this institutional change firms have

managed to "stabilize" a personnel segment, almost exclusively made up ofyoung

employees, linked to different types of temporary contracts. Thus, the external

segmentation is reproduced inside the firm as "testing personnel group".
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4. 2. Job training

The HRM literature has as one of its central principles the strategic commitment

to training. It tends to stress training contents (multi-functional skills, socialization in the

firm culture), but tends to neglect training management itself (how their contents are

established, who has access to training and its impact on earnings and promotion).

Nonetheless, training management problems playa crucial roles in firms under collective

labor relations.

The growing presence of training in HRM practices is a shared feature in the

three cases. These firms have been increasing their resources devoted to initial and

continuous training, have a staff executive in charge of year training plan and have

become increasingly open to individual (permits for training) and collective (engagements

in public Continuous Training Schemes) initiatives. This stress on job training is favoured

by the presence of public agencies (Instituto Nacional de Empleo, Agencia Regional de

Empleo, Centro de Formaci6n para las Nuevas Tecnolo~) and programs (Formaci6n

Continua en la Empresa ).

With the exception ofFirm B, the strategic nature of on-the-job training and its

orientation towards multi-functionality is unclear. Firms A and C enter these practices

not from a HR global strategy, but as practices temporarily linked to new technology

start-ups or to quality standards requirements (ISO 2000, for instance). In a similar way,

the psychosocial contents of training are almost exclusively limited to professional and

managerial segments (mainly courses on TQM, leadership and teamwork).

Firm B is a good example of the fact that multi-functional job training is

conditioned by the organizational structure. The basic organizational units in this firm are

functional teams known as "bubbles". There are "development and communication

bubbles" with competencies on every personnel issue and in charge of the training plans,

which brings the side-effect that every employee improves his/her knowledge of the

productive system and several personnel management techniques. The training program

covers a broad range of contents (from technical ones, to language courses to giving-up

smoking programs). These training activities are seen as part of the social benefits

package and, sometimes, employee relatives are accepted.

Job training management introduces a nuance in HRM practices that

differentiates the three cases more clearly. In Firm B it does not seem to present

problematic aspects. The firm accomplishes a long initial training program, similar for
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every occupational category, guaranteeing multi-functional abilities and corporate culture

socialization, specially underlining continuous learning as an employee responsibility. In

this vein, employees are encouraged to participate actively in training programs:

technicians and managers know that multi-functional skills accumulation favour their

promotion horizons; while workers get a more generic training, which makes them

moveable among firms.

In Firm C job training seems to be transmitted without major problems, although

through a different procedure. The bulk of initial training is tutored-on-the-job, the tutor

being a "founding core" employee. Continuous training is designed in cooperation with

the work council, which facilitates the access to semi-public agencies financial support.

Training is very specific, so that it can not be marketed easily outside the company and

its cost is compensated by the wage differential of "testing personnel group".

In Firm A, on the contrary, training management motivates conflict. The firm

needs to introduce multi-functional skills to enable job rotation and non-technical

contents (teamwork, problem solving and continuous improvement) to reach the high

quality product requirements. But the firm fails to make those goals compatible with

work council claims: co-deciding who must receive training, what the contents must be

and how to make the skill improvements correspond to the wages.

4. 3. Earnings and promotion

Here we have we find the biggest discrepancy between the HRM philosophy and

real firm practices. In the three cases, fixed salary, through either collective or individual

contract, is kept dominant. Earnings directly linked to performance tend to be collective

(a very low percentage of total salary) and are perceived as a part offixed salary, since it

is very rarely withheld. Other variable pay schemes scarcely exist; when they do,

employees do not assign them any relevance, because they are considered to be

insignificant in absolute terms or because the relative wage differentials are seen as very

narrow.

The collective or individual labor contract does not change the earning system as

a whole but it does help to introduce a very relevant nuance. The three firms shared a

fixed wage system by grades, established by job evaluation procedures and based on skill

levels and responsibilities. What make a difference is that Firm B, with individual
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contracting, settles with discretion job categories, pay grades and promotion schemes,

what is out the way of firms with collective contract. This greater freedom ofFirm B has

two main consequences: a) making use of the same job evaluation system for all

personnel, wage structure appears to be more fair ("in this firm, everybody --from the

CEO to the bottom employee-- is paid by the same criteria"); and b) there is a greater

variety of pay grades inside each job category, so that there are more salary promotion

opportunities regardless ofjob promotion, and there is also a consequent greater power

in the hands of line managers over the promotion decisions.

In the three firms the young workers agree that the career concept is alien to their

situation and regard it as an incentive only available to professional and managerial staff.

In Firms A and C the job categories are very fixed and have been reduced to three levels

in the worker's segment: grade promotions occur only when there are vacancies. In Firm

B salary promotions are more frequent, but the job promotions are very infrequent.

However, the lack of career opportunities is not felt as a source of dissatisfaction by

young workers: an expression like "we are lucky enough to be in good company and to

earn a good salary..." is the usual answer to any question on promotion.

4. 4. Initial work trajectories

The staffing practices at the disposal of these firms present some differences but

also quite a few similarities. The differences have to do with the intensity of the practices

rather than with the choice among different sets of practices. The employment model

allows for a greater or a smaller efficacy in the use of them. The collective dimension has

a crucial role to play on such efficacy and on the perceptions of the practices by

employees.

The initial work trajectories provide greater variety than the sets of practices

themselves. Firm B frames the entry phase in a way mirroring the ordinate trajectories

suited for labor internal markets: the entry can be made without previous work

experience, recruitment is extensive, selection is intensive, the contract is permanent and

promotion opportunities based on performance appraisal are given. Young workers look

at their own trajectories in a somewhat different way: they find no incentives in

promotion, they do not identify performance appraisal with objetive criteria (they rather
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see their medium-term promotion as guided by a principle of authority), and their effort _

-defined by the firm culture as "continuous learning"-- is always subjectively assessed.

In the other two cases, the entry phase, having HRM practices similar to those of

Firm B follows a very different pattern. Inside these firms:, job structure is dualized, entry

jobs and definite jobs are separated, the former adopting the nature of "testing

positions" with a lower status. In these "testing positions", young employees do not fight

fur salary or grade promotion, but for reaching a position from which promotion

competition is possible. Some further evidence suggests that the culmination of this

testing phase and the jump into a career phase are linked, on the one hand, to workers

performance and, on the other, to the young candidate's life cycle. In this way, this

change injob status parallels transitions in the worker's private life (family and residence

settlement).

This "testing phase" works with a slightly different logic in cases A and C. In

Firm C, it takes the shape of an informal apprenticeship modality: there are entry jobs in

core occupations, with an informal apprentice status, in the sense that apprenticeship

does not grant a formal certification and the legal link to the firm may be any kind of

temporary contracts. The achievement of a definitive position depends on the

accomplishment of an "ordinate" apprenticeship (in a different job and with relative

employment continuity) and on the assessment the firm has made of the young employee

performance and attitudes during the "testing phase".

In Firm A the entry jobs segment cannot be arranged as an apprenticeship. The

young employees' transitional trajectories into the stable segment can be seen as a semi

external queue: the ''testing phase" has been stretched out, it registers more

employment (inside and outside this firm) and unemployment episodes, it does not show

signs of an ordinate professional apprenticeship, and the queue order (the probability of

getting a stable job in the firm) depends less on the observed performance and more on

the production conjunctures and kinship and neighbouring relations.

4. 5. Tensions of change

The attempt to present employment models and HRM practices as standard types

mirrors with an image of integrity and stability they actually lack. There is certainly a

specific set of practices in each firm. The case studies also show that there are tentative
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practices that fail to materialize, and that conflicts over their introduction or about how

they must be oriented once started arise as well. There is, indeed, a tension of change

that makes up a crucial aspect in HRM implementation. In the cases under study, these

tensions also fit into the employment models matrix (Figure 2). In all the cases, these

tensions point in different directions, although some of them appear to be more solid -

those represented by the thick arrows in Figure 2.

Figure 2
Tensions of change in employment models
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Firm A shows it. very fragile balance between individualism and collectivism. The

combination of an adversarial tradition of labor relations, with a propensity to

paternalism and a strong pressure toward individualistic practices shape a very unstable

situation. Both management and work council move in different directions. The

management tries to implement organizational or technological changes, with

straightforward consequences on work management (shifts, variable pay, quality circles).

These changes are, nevertheless, conditioned by the corporation investment policies, in

whose definition not even the plant managers, let alone the personnel managers,

participate. The work council stands for more paternalist practices, but only gets a

portion of a broader modem paternalist set. With almost no participation at all in the
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strategic decisions -- a more efficacious participation would require a European work

council to match the corporation--, the council is forced to negotiate the consequences

of the new practices but fails to broaden its consultation rights. As a second best

solution, it succeeds in getting paternalist benefits, such as more egalitarian wages,

personnel cut backs without layoffs and a certain control over the new contracts.

A more solid and stable set of practices seems to be at the disposal ofFirm B. At

the least, no strong tension of change has been observed. There is no hint of any work

council constitution or collective contract, let alone unionization. But a shift towards a

bargained constitutional type cannot be discounted, as the firm size increases and the

links with the region get settled. The only sources of unsatisfaction leaked out by the

young employees, that could involve potential tensions of change, amount to few

complaints about some aspects ofwork organization, such as the annoyance produced by

shifts and the stress of some jobs. Other potential sourc«:~s of conflict in this model, such

as wage differentials and promotion decisions, do not seem to bring about major

tensions. Anyway, these facts should be placed in the context of a firm in which all the

interviewees, from the HR senior executive to every one of the employees, tend to see

themselves as "members of the company", to express themselves through a "we" instead

of a "I" and to downplay the occasions for conflict ("in this firm you can always pose a

problem because you are certain to be listened to"). The very probable firm size increase

as well as the increment in the personnel length-of-service could push down HRM

practices, towards traditional paternalism model. If any industry union intervention

should take place, it would be similarly oriented.

Firm Calso experiences a quite stable situation. Neither the role of the work

council, cooperating with management and monopolizing the communication with

employees, nor the informal apprenticeship practice, show any tendency to be altered in

the short term. But some of the factors, internal as well as external, on which that

stability is based could change. The firm's strategic decisions are taken by the

multinational group. So far, in a startup and growth phase, all these decisions follow a

"positive direction", the work council going hand-in-hand with the firm, without claiming

for more consultation resources and codecision voices. In the near future, these decisions

could be different (significant size or cost reductions) and the council could ask for more

voice resources in this process. Under this assumption, it is also possible that workers,

who are aware of the council being dependent on management and its isolation from
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industry union, will claim for a bigger union influence. In such a scenario, it is unlikely

that this firm would move up toward practices of a sophisticated consultative type.

Unions could then exact from the firm the right to negotiate the collective agreement,

thus achieving greater control of "informal apprenticeship" and restricting the firm's

freedom to decide upon contracts modalities and wages of those temporary employees.

In such a situation, not at all uncommon in Spanish labor market, it is much more likely

that the firm would seek solutions more akin to a bargained constitutional option.

5. DISCUSSION

This study has demonstrated the existence of various sets of practices of work

management, which are not adequately understood in the literature on the new HRM,

due perhaps to the fact that this literature refers mainly to the singular expereince ofUS.

Furthermore, it has been shown that this variety is linked to different types of

employment models, figured out as typical combinations of two basic dimensions: a

dimension that captures the influence ofmanagement styles (individualism) and another

dimension that takes into account the influence of the collective aspect of employment

relations (collectivism). It has been demonstrated that it is crucial to pay attention to

those two dimensions of the employment models in order to understand the variety of

practices related to the staffing of new personnel and, above all, how those practices

contribute to mould the work trajectories of young employees.

Although a case study compels us to be very cautious in generalizing the results,

my conclusions layout some relevant theoretical elements for research on employment

models and job mobility. In a first sense, there are good reasons to think that the new

employment models are more of a hybrid than what a good part of the theoretical

literature imagines. This is a very similar argument to the: one proposed by Hyman

(1994b) and Purcell (1993) for the European context, which nevertheless has yielded

very little empirical work. In the same vein, these results highlight the importance of the

external-to-firm institutional contexts in order to explain the implementation and

diffusion of the new forms of work management (Kochan and Osterman 1994).

In a second sense, the initial work trajectories analysed in this study confirm the

need for a reorientation ofmobility studies suggested by Baron (1994), taking

importance away from occupations and industries as determinants ofjob mobility, and
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giving a greater influence to organizational affiliation (different organizational cultures

and firm life cycles) and to organizational contexts (changes in labor relations institutions

and local cultures).
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